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ABSTRACT 
A time-varying linear sequential machine (TVLSM) model is considered which has 
the property that the dimensionality of the system is a function of time. General 
response formulas for TVLSM's are developed and an effective procedure is described 
for minimizing such systems with respect o dimensionality. It is shown that every 
TVLSM has a minimal form unique up to isomorphism. "Equivalent" fixed sequential 
machines, referred to as "fixed analogs," may be constructed for certain periodic 
TVLSM's. 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
A time-varying sequential machine is a more general model of a system exhibiting 
behavior that may be characterized in terms of a sequential machine [1, 2]. I Although 
any time-varying sequential machine of practical interest may be represented by an 
equivalent fixed (non-time-varying) sequential machine [3], the greater flexibility 
and reduced memory requirements of the time-varying machines present some real 
advantages. 
Linear sequential machines (abbreviated LSM's--the mathematical characteriza- 
tion of linear sequential circuits or LSC's) have important applications in the areas 
of digital computation, control and communication systems and have been studied 
in detail [4]. Many of the well-known concepts of linear system theory and the theory 
of sequential machines have been utilized in the development of the theory of 
LSM's. 
Certain practical systems, however, unavoidably contain time-varying components. 
Also, if an attempt is made to implement coding schemes for multiple rror correction 
using LSM's it is seen that a time-varying coder is required. The bibliography of 
* The research reported herein was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, 
Office of Aerospace Research, U. S. Air Force, under Grant AF-AFOSR-639-65. 
x Numbers in brackets refer to the references appended to this paper. 
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Ref. [5] lists some articles describing time-varying coders for multiple error 
correction. 
The concept of a time-varying linear sequential machine (TVLSM) is more than 
just a simple extension of that of an LSM. It will be shown later that, in any case 
where a TVLSM model is justifiably used, no equivalent LSM exists. 
Work has been done on TVLSM's which are characterized by triangular trans- 
mission matrices, utilizing matrix algebra to evaluate system performance [5-10]. 
Methods for obtaining transforms for binary systems of this sort have been devised [9]. 
In this paper, a new and more general model for TVLSM's is employed in which 
the system is described in terms of time-varying characterizing matrices. The most 
obvious model of a TVLSM would be a system similar to an LSM with the exception 
that the scalar multipliers would be time-varying. This fixed dimensionality approach 
would not be in keeping with the primary purpose for studying time-varying 
sequential machines which is the reduction of required memory capacity at the expense 
of increased logical complexity. Thus the dimensionality of the system will be allowed 
to vary with time. A large time-varying linear system may be composed of several 
independent parts. The concept of time-varying dimensionality allows for time- 
sharing of the memory components of the system. This also holds for computer 
simulation of TVLSM's since a dynamic data allocation scheme may be utilized. 
The formal definition of a TVLSM appears in Section 1, along with other essential 
definitions and preliminaries. Many of the terms that will be used throughout the 
paper appear in this section. Section 2 develops the general response formulas for 
TVLSM's which allow the computation of machine response to input sequences 
directly from the characterizing matrices rather than by an iterative approach. Since 
practical systems will be periodic in nature, Section 3 defines the terms that will be 
used to describe the periodicity of TVLSM's and discusses ituations under which 
TVLSM's may or may not be eventually periodic. The various notions of state and 
machine quivalence for TVLSM's are defined in Section 4. Conditions for equivalence 
are developed in this section which will later be utilized in Sections 7, 8, and 9 for 
minimizing TVLSM's with respect to dimensionality. Section 5 contains procedures 
for constructing finite state "fixed analogs" of TVLSM's which enable one to con- 
struct state-output diagrams. The effects of coordinate transformations onTVLSM's 
are discussed in Section 6. 
Section 7describes the construction offinite dimensional t-diagnostic matrices which 
provide a direct test for t-equivalence of states. These diagnostic matrices are used 
as tools in Section 8 which contains procedures for the minimization of TVLSM's 
and it is shown that the minimal form is unique. An illustrative xample of minimiza- 
tion appears in this section. Section 10 links the notions of equivalence and minimality 
with the concept of matrix-equivalence which appears in Section 6. 
Much of the material that follows is analogous to that for LSM's which appears 
in Gill's recent book [4]. 
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1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION 1.1. A sequential machine [1, 2] is a 5-tuple M = <Z,A,  S,f,g> 
(i) L" is a nonempty set (input alphabet). 
(ii) A is a nonempty set (output alphabet). 
(iii) S is a nonempty set (state set). 
(iv) f is a function from S • Z into S (direct transition function). 
(v) g is a function from S X Z into A (output function). 
Funct ions fandg are extended to mappings from S x Z *s into S and A respectively 
in the following manner. 
For each s E Si o E 27, x ~ 27* define 
y(s, A) = s f(s, xo) =f ( f ( s ,  x), o) (1.1) 
g(s, A) = A g(s, xo) = g(f(s, x), o). (1.2) 
Define the length preserving function g as 
~(s, A) = A ~(s, ~x) = g(~, o) ~(f(~, ~), x). (1.3) 
The reader is urged to familiarize himself with time-varying sequential machines [3] 
and LSM's  [4] since many of the concepts are essential to the understanding of the 
material that follows. 
A class of time-varying sequential machines with very interesting properties which 
are examined in detail in this paper is formed by the TVLSM's .  In particular, to 
simplify notation, we shall restrict our attention to two-terminal TVLSM's  noticing 
that most results hold for the more general multi-terminal case. Thus a TVLSM is 
defined as having common input and output alphabets over an arbitrary field F. 
The formal definition of a TVLSM which follows differs with respect o that of an 
LSM in that the scalar multipliers and the dimensionality of the system are allowed 
to vary with time. Unfortunately, because of the intricate nature of time-varying 
systems, the notation will become quite complex. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A time-varying linear sequential machine (TVLSM) is a 9-tuple 
M = <F, n(.), V, A(') ,  B('), C('), D(-),f ,  g> 
J If A and B are sets of words, then the concatenation f A and B, written AB, is the set of 
words {ab [ a cA, b ~B). I fA is a set of words, then A* = U~_0 A", where A ~ = {A} (A is the 
null word) and A ~+t ~ A~A for i ~> 0. A + = A* -- {A}. ~ is used to designate the empty set. 
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(i) F is a field forming the common input and output alphabets. 
(ii) n(.) is a mapping from the natural numbers N into N. n(t) is the dimension- 
ality of M at time t. 
(iii) V = U~=0 Vt is the state set of M. For each t, Ve is a t-subscripted, row- 
vector space of dimensionality n(t) over F. State s(t) ~ Vt will be written 
s(t)  = (Sl ,  sz  . . . . .  s ,~t ) ) ,  . 
(iv) A(')  = [air215 is a function mapping N into the set of all matrices 
of finite dimensionality over F. 
A(t) = [ai~(t)],<t)• 
an n(t) X n(t)' matrix, where n(t)' = n(t + 1). 
(v) B(')  = [bi(')]l• is a function from N into the set of all finite dimen- 
sional row-vectors over F. 
B(t) = [bi(t)]lX,(e ), an 1 X n(t + 1) matrix. 
(vi) C(')  = [cj(')],e)xi s a function from N into the set of all finite dimensional 
column-vectors over F. 
(vii) 
(viii) 
C(t) --  [ci(t)],~e)x 1 an n(t) X 1 matrix. 
D( ' )  = [d(')]x• is a function from N into F. 
D(t) = [d(t)]l• i a constant, forming a 1 x 1 matrix. 
f is a mapping from V X F into V defined by 
(Vt)N (Vs(t))v, (Vx)rf(s(t), x) = s(t) A(t) + xB(t). (1.4) 
(ix) g is a mapping from V x F into F defined by 
(Vt)s (Vs(t))v~ (Vx)rg(s(t), x) -- s(t)C(t) + x D(t). (1.5) 
Matrices A(t), B(t), C(t) and D(t) are called the t-characterizing matrices of M. The 
term t-characteristic matrix will refer to A(t). 
If there exists an integer n such that n(t) <~ n for all t, then M is said to be a bounded 
TVLSM.  The least such integer n is called the maximum dimensionality ofM. Clearly, 
any system of practical interest is bounded and therefore we shall, unless otherwise 
noted, consider only bounded TVLSM's .  
A TVLSM is completely specified by the field F and the characterizing matrices 
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since they imply the dimensionality of the system and the f and g functions. For this 
reason a shorter notation, M = (F, A('), B(.), C('), D(')) ,  will often be used. 
M(t) will refer to a TVLSM M'  obtained from a TVLSM M by advancing M t 
units of time, e.g., at time t', n'(t') = n(t' + t) and A'(t') = A(t' + t). a 
2. GENERAL RESPONSE FORMULAS 
For sequential machines the response formulas are given by Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2). 
Given the characterizing matrices, initial state and input sequence x applied to a 
TVLSM in that state we may recursively compute the successor state and resulting 
output sequence from Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5). The following general response formulas 
allow us to determine the results directly from the characterizing matrices. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For a TVLSM M = (F, A('), B(.), C('), D( ' )) ,  the generalized 
transition function i: 
(Vt)N (Vs(t ) )v ,  (Vx)/~+ l g (x )  = p,4  x = xex l  "'" x~,_ x 
~-I '~-2 ~-I  
/(s(t), x) = s(t) 1-'[ A(t + i) + ~. x,B(t + i) [I  A(t q-j) q- x,_lB(t + p -- 1) 
i=0 i=0 j=i+l 
(2.1) 
Proof. The proof is by induction on p. 
Bash. p = 1. 
Equation (2.1) becomesf(s(t), x) = s(t)A(t) + x0B(t ) which is in agreement with (1.4). 
Induction Step. 
For all s(t) E Vt , x ~F ~, x~ ~F 
f(s(t), xx,) = f ( f (s(t ), x), x,). 
By the inductive hypothesis we have 
~--i ~--2 J)--I 
f( f(s(t) ,  x), x~) ----- [s(t) I-I A(t + i) + ~ x~B(t + i) l-I i ( t  + j )  
t-4l i--0 $=i+1 
1)] A(t + p) + x,B(t + p) + x~_lB(t + P 
= s(t) H A(t + i) + E x,B(t + i) H A(t + j) + x ,BCt  + p). 
i=O i=0 /l/q-1 
a For a TVLSM M, such symbols as V for the state set of M will be used as standard notation. 
When several TVLSM's are being referred to simultaneously then a notation such as n'(t), 
for example, will denote the dimensionality of machine M' at time t. 
4/g(x) is the length of the sequence x,where lg(A) = 0. 
57x/3/x-7 
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This is exactly Eq. (2.1) for/g(x) = p + 1. By induction, therefore, proposition 2.1 
holds. 
PRoPosrrtor~ 2.2. The generalized output function of a TVLSM 
M = (F, A(.), B(.), C(.), D(.)> 
is given by 
(Vt)N (Vs(t))v, (Vx)v+ lg(x) = p, 
g(s(t), x) = s(t)[~I 9A(t + i)] C(t -4- p -- 1) 
i -0  
Proof 
X ~-  XOX 1 " "X~ 1 
~-3 ~--2 
-+ ~,, x,B(t --}- i ) [  f-I.+ A(t + j)] C(t + p -- 1) 
i -0  ~ 1 
+ x~_2B(t + p -- 2) C(t + p -- 1) + x~_ x D(t + p -- 1). 
From (1.2), setting x = x'xr,_a , x' EF ~a, x~a EF 
g(s(t), x'x~x ) =-g(f(s(t), x'), x~x). 
Applying Eqs. (2.1) and (1.5) 
at--2 
gCs(t), x) = [s(t) I-I A(t + i) 
i=O 
(2.2) 
~--3 ~--2 
+ y x,B(t + i) I-I 
i~---O ~ i+1 
1~--2 
+ x,_x D(t +p- -  1) ---- s(t) [i[I A(t + i)] C(t q -p - -1 )  
~--3 ~--2 
+ ~. x,B(' + i ) [  I~]i+xA(t +j) ]  C(t +p-1)  
i--0 j 
+ xr_~B(t + p -- 2) C(t + p -- 1) + x~_~ D(t + p -- 1) 
which proves proposition 2.2. 
If the characterizing matrices A(.), B(-), C('), D(.) are constant functions with 
A(t +j)  + x~_zB(t +p -- 2)] C(t +p -- 1) 
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values A, B, C, and D respectively, (2.1) and (2.2) reduce to the following general 
response formulas for a linear sequential machine (LSM) 
(Vt)N (Vs(t))v, (VX)F§ lg(x) = p, x = xoxl "'" x~.q 
f(s(t), x) = s(t) A v + ~ x,BA ~-'-1 (2.3) 
/=0  
~--2 
g(s(t), x) = s(t) A~'C  + ~ x,BA~-'-zC + x~,  D. (2.4) 
i-O 
Note that this does not coincide exactly with the definition of an LSM since the 
present state is still dependent on t. In the second part of this paper it will be shown 
that for such machines all Vt's are, roughly speaking, "equivalent." Hence, the t 
subscript may be dropped and V becomes a time-invariant vector space of dimension- 
ality n over F (A is an n • n matrix). The resulting LSM is a "fixed analog" [3] of the 
original TVLSM with constant matrices. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. 
properties of funetions f and g hold. 
(Vt)N (Vsl(t), s2(t))v, (VC)r (Vx)r+ lg(x) = p 
f(st(t) 4- cs2(t), x) = f(sl(t), x) -4- c.f(s2(t), 0 v) 
g(sl(t) + es2(t), x) = g(sl(t), x) 4- cg(s2(t), 0~) 
~(sl(t) -4- cs2Ct), x) = ~(sl(t), x) + e~(s2(t), Or). 
Proof. Immediate from (2.1), (2.2), (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3). 
Let M = (F, A(-), B(-), C('), D(-)) be a TVLSM.  The following 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The response of a TVLSM M ---- (F, A('), B(-), C('), D('))  in 
state s(t) to a sequence x of length p may be written as a sum of the zero-input response 
(free response) g(s(t), 0 ~) and the t-zero-state response g(O,, x) 5 (forced response) 
in the follonffng manner 
(vt),, (Vs(t)),,, (vx)~+ lg(x) = p 
g(s(t), x) = g(s(t), 0 ~) + g(0~, x). (2.8) 
Proof. s(t) may be written as 0f + s(t), thus from (2.6) 
g(s(t), x) = g(0, + s(t), x) = g(0t, x) + g(s(t), 0~). 
50t  is used  to s igni fy  the zero-state at t ime t. 
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For a fixed value of t, (2.8) is known as the t-decomposition property of M. Time- 
varying machines exhibiting this property for all t are said to have the decomposition 
property. This property plays an important role in the discussion of equivalence of 
states and TVLSM's which allows us to consider the minimization of TVLSM's 
with respect o dimensionality. It also permits the independent analysis of the effects 
of the initial state and the applied input sequence on the response of the system. 
3. PERIODICITY OF A TVLSM 
We have so far assumed that time-varying scalar multipliers are freely available 
for use in a system and not questioned how we should implement such a device. One 
possible method would be to use an autonomous finite-state control for each multiplier. 
This of course leads to the fact that the time-varying scalar multiplier would be an 
eventually periodic function of time. We assume therefore that most systems of 
practical interest will be eventually periodic thus these will play a large role in the 
forthcoming discussion. 
However, the time-varying element may be introduced because the system is 
unrealiable or under operator control. In these and similar circumstances we may have 
non-periodic systems which nevertheless yield to much of the following analysis. 
We now proceed to formalize these concepts. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A TVLSM M is called eventually periodic if there exist positive 
integers, and T such that for all t >/T 
A(t) ---- A(t + T) 
B(t) : B(t + T) 
C(t) : C(t + T) 
D(t) = D(t + T). 
The phase of M at time t ~> 9 is given by 
9~t) - -  (t --  T) (mod T), 0 ~ ~(t) < T 
T is called the period and,  the transient of M. A machine for which,  ---- 0 is said to be 
strictly periodic. The least values of ~ and T satisfying the above conditions are called 
the minimal transient and minimalperiod ofM respectively. Clearly if the characterizing 
matrices are each eventually periodic then M is eventually periodic since we may 
choose 9 as the maximum value of the transients and T as the least common multiple 
of the periods of the individual matrices. 
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4. QUASI-EQuIVALENCE, t-EQUIVALENCE AND EQUIVALENCE OF TVLSM's 
The concepts of state and machine equivalence for non-time-varying machines 
are well-known [1]. Because of the importance of the time at which a particular state 
is observed, Gill [3] has introduced the notions of quasi-equivalence and the more 
restrictive t-equivalence of time-varying states and sequential machines. In the 
simplest erms, quasi-equivalence for time-varying machines is congruent to equival- 
ence for non-time-varying machines. To be t-equivalent two states or machines must 
be observed simultaneously and found to be quasi-equivalent. More precise definitions 
follow. 
Let M and M'  be TVLSM's in states (t) and s'(t') respectively, then s(t) and s(t') 
are said to be quasi-equivalent if the response of M in state s(t) to any input sequence 
x  9  is identical to the response of M '  in state s'(t') to the same sequence x. 
Symbolically 
(vt, c)~ (Vs(t))v, (Vs'(C))v;, (Vx)e. 
s(t) :_o: s'(t')r x) = g'(s'(t'), x). (4.1) 
I f  t = t', quasi-equivalent states (t) and s'(t') are said to be t-equivalent. In symbols 
(vt, t'),,, (Vs(t)),,, (Vs'(C)),,;, (w),,. 
t 0 s(t) s'(C) ~ (s(t) s'(C)) A (t r). (4.2) 
For each time t, t-equivalence defines a t-equivalence partition on the union of the 
state sets Vt and V~ of TVLSM's M and M'. Two states are in the same class if and 
only if they are t-equivalent. 
In the above discussion, M and M'  may refer to the same machine. 
For machines M and M'  subspaces W t C Vt and W~, C V;, are called quaff- 
equivalent if for each state s(t) 9 Wt there corresponds at least one quasi-equivalent 
state s ' ( t ' )  9  W~, and vice-versa. I f  Wt and W~, are quasi-equivalent and t = t' 
then Wt and W~, are said to be t-equivalent subspaces. 
Machines M and M'  are said to be t-equivalent if Vt and V[ are t-equivalent. 
M and M'  are called equivalent if they are t-equivalent for all t. Symbolically 
M -~ M'  <=> (YON M * M'. 
The following proposition gives two properties of t-equivalent states that will be 
useful for the minimization of TVLSM's which is discussed beginning in Section 8. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. 
alent iff for all p ~ 0 
(i) 
or 
(ii) 
Proof. (i) 
States sx(t), s2(t) ~ V, the state set of a TVLSM M, are t-equiv- 
g(slCt), 0 v) = gCs~(t), 0v) (4.3) 
f (sa(t) - -  s2(t)) ~ Or. (4.4) 
(Vx)r+ lg(x) = p, g(sx(t), x) = g(s2(t), x) hence by the t-decomposi- 
tion property, for all p >~ 0 
g(sl(t ), 0") + g(Ot, x) : g(s~(t), 0v) + g(Ot, x) 
which yields (4.3). The converse is trivial. 
(ii) From (i) 
(sl(t) -- s~(t)) '-- 0, iff for all p >1 0 
g(s~(t) - s~(t), 0v) = g(0 , ,  0 , )  = 0. 
Applying equation (2.6) we have g(sa(t), 0 ~) -- g(s~(t), 0 ~) = 0 iff by part (i) 
sl(t) '-- s~(t). 
The importance of these notions is clear. If we have two systems and desire that they 
respond in exactly the same manner as far as terminal behavior is concerned when each 
is observed beginning at time t then we only require that they be t-equivalent. The 
astute reader will notice that t-equivalence does not necessarily imply t'-equivalence 
for any other time t'. t-equivalence plays a role in the minimization of TVLSM's  
analogous to equivalence in the minimization of LSM's. 
Quasi-equivalence r sulting from the periodicity of the characterizing matrices in 
machines over finite fields as described below allows us to construct finite state "fixed 
analogs" (discussed in Section 5). 
If M is an eventually periodic TVLSM with transient -r and period T, then for 
each t >~ ~, M(t) is indistinguishable from M(t + T). This follows from the periodicity 
of the characterizing matrices of M. Proposition 4.2, as an immediate consequence 
of this fact, is stated without proof. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. I f  M is an eventually periodic TVLSM with transient 9 and 
period T, then 
Ott)• (t >~ ,) ~, M(t) ~-~ M(t + kT) for k = 1, 2 .... 
under the correspondence 
0 
s(t) = (s x , s 2 ,..., s,,(t))t =~ s(t + kT) 
= (S t , S2 . . . . .  Sn(t+kT))(t+kT) 
where n(t) = n(t + kT). 
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In other words, s(t) and s(t + kT) differ only with respect o subscripts. Such 
quasi-equivalent states are called phase-equivalent. 
5. FIXED ANALOGS AND STATE-OuTPUT DIAGRAMS 
A fixed analog [3] of a time-varying sequential machine M is a non-time-varying 
sequential machine M with the property that every state in the state set M has a 
quasi-equivalent counterpart in the state set of -M and vice-versa. If _~r is such that 
no other fixed analog for M has fewer states, then/14 is called the minimalfixed analog 
of M. 
The following assertion describes an effective procedure for constructing a, not 
always minimal, fixed analog for any eventually periodic TVLSM. 
PROPOSITION 5. I. 
has a fixed analog 
where 
An eventually periodic TVLSM M, with transient r and period T, 
291--:- (F,F, V',f ' ,g') 
~'+ T--1 
V'= U Vt, VtC_ V, 
t,,.O 
t----O,l ..... ~-k  T - -1  
where f '  and g' are functions from V' • F into V' and F respectively defined by 
(Vs(t))v, (Vx)rf'(s(t), x) =f(s(t ) ,  x) for 0 ~< t ~< r + T -- 2 
(Vx)vf'(s(r + r -- 1), x) ::= s(T) Qf (s ( r  + T -- 1), x) = s(r + T) 
i.e., s(r + T) and s(r) differ only with respect to subscripts and by periodicity are phase- 
equivalent. 
(Vs(t))v, (Vx)vg'(s(t), x) ---- g(s(t), x) for 0 ~ t ~ 9 + T -- 1. 
Proof. Proposition 5.1 is an immediate consequence of proposition 4.2. 
State-output diagrams are often used as a characterization f sequential machines. 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the construction of such diagrams [4]. 
Since the state sets of TVLSM's are by definition countably infinite we cannot repre- 
sent them in diagram form. However, the fixed analog, given by proposition 5. l, of an 
eventually periodic TVLSM of finite dimensionality over a finite field F may be 
representcd by a state-output diagram. This diagram will bc called the state-output 
diagram for the corresponding TVLSM. 
M: t ~ 0 (mod 2) 
t ~ 1 (rood 2) 
010, 
[o 'o] ~I,~--~,,l A(t)---- 1 
C(t) = [10] D(t) = [l] 
[o i] ~,):Eo,l 
A(t) = 1 
C(t) ----- [~] D(t) = [1]. 
The state-output diagram for this machine is illustrated in Fig. 1. The phase- 
equivalence classes 8will be represented by the member bearing the subscript denoting 
the phase. For example 
(00)o represents [(00)t I t ~ 0 (mod 2)]. 
FIG. 1. 
I/I 
(1/0 ooo/)oo/ ooo 
I/I 
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Example 
Consider the following TVLSM M over Za, the integers modulo 2. 
State-output diagram of a TVLSM over Z2. 
6 For each phase, the set of all phase-equivalent states forms a phase-equivalence class. 
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6. MATRIX-EQuiVALENT TVLSM's  
LSM's are based in fixed coordinate systems. A transformation of coordinates 
results in a new machine equivalent and isomorphic to the original one. Such LSM's 
are called similar and it is known that two minimal LSM's are similar if and only if 
they are equivalent [4]. 
Considering a TVLSM in a fixed coordinate system, for each time t we may apply 
a different coordinate transformation forming a new TVLSM.  In this section, a 
TVLSM M and the machine resulting from M through coordinate transformations 
are referred to as "matrix equivalent" and it is shown that such machines are 
equivalent. 
Section 10 contains additional results for minimal TVLSM's.  The mathematical 
prerequisites and definitions follow. 
DEFINITION 6.1. An m • n matrix A1 is said to be equivalent to an m • n matrix 
As if there exist nonsingular m • m and n • n matrices P and Q respectively such 
that 
A 1 = PA~Q. 
If, for some time t, there exists an infinite sequence of nonsingular matrices P(t), 
P(t  + 1), P(t -q- 2) .... such that the characterizing matrices of TVLSM's  M and M' 
are related by 
lA'(t -k i) = P(t + i) A(t + i) P-~(t + i q- 1) 
~B'(t + i) = B(t q- i )p - l ( t  + i + 1) 
i >~ 0 }C'(t + i) = P(t -[- i) C(t + i) 
~D'(t + i) = D(t + i) 
(6.1) 
then M and M'  are said to be t-matrix equivalent. For the case 
P(t) = P(t + 1) = P(t + 2) . . . .  , 
M and M'  are said to be t-similar. 
LEMMA 6.2. t-matrix equivalence implies t-equivalence under the correspondence 
s(t) ~ s(t)P- l(t)  = s'(t). 
57x/3/x-8 
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Proof. For any input x = x0x I "" x~_x EF  +, applied to machine M in state s(t), 
the response is given by (2.2) as 
g(s(t), x) 
=s( t ) [ i - [A ( t+ i ) lC ( t f i -p - - l )+  ~. x,B(t §  A(t §  C(t +p- -  l) 
L~ 0 i'~0 j=:i+l 
fi- x~2B(t  4- P -- 2) C(t + p --  1) 
x~_ t D(t + p -- 1) 
9--2 
= s(t) P-~(t) [l-I p(t + i )A(t  + i) P - l ( t  + i + 1)] P(t +p --  l )C( t  +p --  1) 
~-3 ~-2 ] 
+ ~ x,B(t + i)P-l(t + i + 1) [ ~,+l-[1P(t +j)A(t +j)P - l ( t  + j  + 1) P(t +p -- 1) 
i-O J 
9 C(t +p --  1) + x~_2B(t +p -- 2) P~( t  +P  -- 1)P(t +p - -  l )C( t  + t, --  1) 
+ x~_ t D(t fl- p - -  1) 
= s'(t)[H A'(t + i)]" c'(t + p - 1) 
+ F~ x,B'(t + i)- A'(t + j )  C'(t + p -- 1) 
i--O j - i+ l  
+ x~_2B'(t + p -- 2) C'(t  -F P -- 1) + x~_~ D'(t + p -- 1) == g'(s'(t), x). 
LE~MA 6.3. I f  TVLSM's  M and M' are t-matrix equivalent then they are t 4- i 
matrix equivalent for i >/O. 
Proof. Obvious from the definition of matrix equivalence. 
THF~OREM 6.4. Let M and M' be t-matrix equivalent TVLSM's  then 
g( t )  ~-- M'(t). 
Proof. Follows immediately from lemmas 6.2 and 6.3. 
0-matrix equivalent TVLSM's  are called matrix-equivalent and are clearly equivalent 
from theorem 6.4. 
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7. METHOD FOR DETERMINING t-EQuIVALENCE CLASSES 
State equivalence tests for finite-state machines are well-known [1]'. For finite 
dimensional, eventually periodic TVLSM's  over finite fields constructing a fixed 
analog provides a method for testing both quasi- and t-equivalence of states. In 
general, however, for non-periodic TVLSM's  or machines over arbitrary fields 
proposition 4.1 (i) yields the only method for establishing whether or not two states 
are equivalent. Since this requires comparison over all possible length zero sequences 
it does not provide a finite test. A diagnostic matrix [4]. 
K = [C, AC, A2C,..., An-IC] 
may be constructed for n-dimensional LSM's which has the property that states st 
and s 2 are equivalent iff SlK = s2K. The derivation of this matrix utilizes the property 
that all n x n matrices atisfy their own minimal polynomials which are of degree less 
than or equal to n. Hence for 0 ~ j ~ oo we may express AJ as a linear combination of 
A ~ = I, A s, A 2 ..... A n-1. 
No simple relationship of this sort holds for TVLSM's  because of the time-varying 
matrices and dimensionality of the system. It is necessary, in order to construct a 
diagnostic matrix for time-varying systems analogous to the one previously described 
for LSM's, to express a product of characterizing matrices of the form l-I~=o A(t + i), 
for any j, in terms of a set A(t), A(t + 1),..., A(t + k) for a fixed k. This is the purpose 
of the next lemma. 
LEMMA 7.1. For t ~ ~" and any m ~ 0 there exists a set of coefficients 
c o , c I ,..., chit)_ 1 eF  such that 
A(t + i = II(t) TM = c~II(t) ~. 
i=0 i=O 
Proof. II(t) is an n(t) • n(t) matrix. Thus the degree of the minimal polynomial of 
II(t) is at most n(t) from which it follows that for any m, II(t) m may be written as a linear 
combination of II(t) i, 0 ~ i ~ n(t) - -  1. 
We now proceed to define diagnostic matrices for TVLSM's  and prove that they 
have the desired properties. 
DEFINITION 7.2. The t-diagnostic matrix K(t) of an eventually periodic TVLSM 
M having minimal transient r and minimal period T, is an n(t) • k(t) matrix defined 
by 
K(t) = [ tC(t), A(t) C(t + 1) ..... A(t + i)] ~ C(t + k( t )  - -  l)] 
for t=0,1  ..... r+T- -1  
K(t) = K((t --  ,)  (rood T) + ,)  for t >~ r + T (7.1) 
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where, for t = O, 1,...,7 + T - -  1 
k(t) = t' - -  t + nmin " T 
nmln - - - -  min{n(t) [ t = 7, r + 1 .... ,z  + T -- 1} (7.2) 
and t' is the earliest ime after t in the first or second period when minimum dimension- 
ality occurs. This choice is made to keep k(t) as small as possible without having to find 
the degree of minimal polynomials of any matrices. 
LEMMA 7.3. 
s(t) K(t) = 0 
for j ~0 .  
Proof. 
iff s(t) []7~ A(t + i)] C(t + j) =0  
/=0 
By the definition of K(t) the lemma holds for 0 ~<j < k(t) where k(t) 
is given by (7.2). For any j />  k(t), we may write: 
[~  t" 1 [~i1 [i=lTt A(t + i)] C(t +j) - - - - - [  1"3 l- A(t + i ) ] .  A ( t '+  i)]m. t ' - tA( i )  ] C(t ')  
/=0 i------O i~0 ' 
where 
and 
= IIx(t, t') II(t') '~ n2(t', t") 
m~-ent [ ( J+t - - t ' ) ]  s T  
t" = (t + j -- 7) (mod T) + 7, O~t"  <~ 7 + T - -1  
T-1 
I I(t') ----- l-[ A(t' + i) is an nmtn• nmin matrix. 
i=0 
(7.3) 
Thus the minimal polynomial of II(t') is of degree at most nmin. By lemma 7.1 we 
have that II(t') m may be expressed as a linear combination of II(t') v, 0 ~ p ~ nmin --  1. 
It follows that (7.3) may be written as a linear combination of 
IIl(t, t') n(t')~ II~(t', t") 0 <~ p <~ nmin -- 1. 
7 t' has the same meaning as it does in (7.2) and will be used as standard notation throughout 
this section. 
8 ent[x] is the greatest integer less than or equal to x (entier of x). 
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Setting p to the upper limit, nmin --  1, the number of characteristic matrices in the 
above product is 
~rv=t'--t4-(nmtn--1)-T4-t"--t' 
which is maximal whenj  is such that t" - -  t' = T --  1 yielding 
7rmax = t' --  t + nmln " T --  l = k(t) --  1. 
This means that (7.3) can be expressed as a linear combination of columns of K(t). 
Thus if s(t) K(t) = 0 it follows that 
s(t) A(t + ;)] c(t 4- j) = 0 
i=0 
for j  >~ O. The converse is trivial. 
We can now prove the main theorem which verifies that the t-diagnostic matrix 
indeed has the desired properties. 
THEOREM 7.4. States sl(t), s2(t) e V the state set of a TVLSM M, are t-equivalent 
iff 
Sl(t) K(t ) = s2(t) K(t). 
Proof. Equation (7.4) holds iff 
(sl(t) - -  s2(t)) K(t) = 0 
which is true by the previous lemma iff 
(Sl(t) - -  s2(t)) H A(t 4- i) C(t 4- j) = 0 
i---o 
iff by proposition 4.1 
(7.4) 
for all j > /0  
Sl(t ) ~ s2(t ). 
PROPOSrTION 7.5. Let s'(t) E V the state set of a TVLSM M, be t-equivalent to Or. 
Then for each state s(t) ~ V, c ~ F we have 
s(t) q- cs'(t) ~ s(t). 
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Proof. Property (2.6) yields for each x EF'-, lg(x) = p 
g(s(t) :t: cs'(t), x) = g(s(t), x) • cg(s'(t), 0") 
= g(s(t), x) 4- cg(Ot, 0 ~) ---- g(s(t), x) 
which proves the proposition. 
The set of all states in Vt t-equivalent to 0t wiU be denoted as Et .  Symbolically 
E~ = {si(t) I si(t) ~ Vt, s/(t) ~ 0t}. 
Clearly E, forms a subspace of Vt by the previous proposition. It is easily verified that 
Et is the null space of K(t). 
Vt is an additive abellian group, hence Et is a subgroup of V,.  This leads to the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 7.6. E, induces a coset partition on Vt which is the t-equivalence 
partition. 
Proof. Clearly Et induces a coset partition on Vt. States sx(t) and s~(t) are in the 
same class iff 
(S l ( t )  - -  s~(t)) ff E t 
iff 
iff 
(sl(t) -- s~(t)) _t O, 
sl(t) ~ s~(t) by proposition 4.1(ii). 
The t-equivalence classes are easily found, therefore, since they are just the cosets 
of the subgroup Et in Vt. 
The t-diagnostic matrix K(t) will often contain columns which are not linearly 
independent. Suppose that the rank of K(t) is r(t). Note that r(t) is less than or equal 
to n(t) which is the column dimension of K(t). Let I~(t) denote a matrix consisting of 
r(t) linearly independent columns of K(t). K(t) will be called a reduced t-diagnostic 
matrix of the machine in question. Clearly E:(t) has all the properties previously 
attributed to K(t) with respect o determination of state equivalence, null space, etc. 
8. t -MINIMIZATION OF TVLSM's  
A TVLSM M is said to be t-minimal if no two states in V, are t-equivalent. 
Suppose that the rank of K(t), the t-diagnostic matrix of M, is r(t). Let K(t) be an 
n(t) • r(t) reduced t-diagnostic matrix of M. An effective procedure will now be 
t 
described for constructing a TVLSM 37/with dimensionality r(t) at time t which is 
equivalent to M and t-minimal. 
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t 
Define the characterizing matrices of 21~r to be identical to those of M with the fol- 
lowing exceptions 
t 
h(t  - 1) = A(t -- 1) I((t) 
~(t) ---- L(t) A(t) 
t 
~(t  - -  1) = B( t  - -  1) I i ( t )  
t 
~:(t) = L(t) c(t) 
where L(t) is an r(t) • n(t) left inverse of K(t). 
t 
LEMMA 8.1. TVLSM's M and ~ are t-equivalent under the following correspond- 
t 
ence: state s(t) of M is t-equivalent to state ~(t) = s(t) K(t) of ~I. Conversely, state 
~(t) of ~I is t-equivalent o state ~(t) L(t) of M. 
Proof. Since L(t) is a left inverse of K(t) we have 
s(t) K(t) = s(t) K(t) (L(t) I7,(0 ) = (s(t) g(t) n(t)) R(t) 
from which it follows that s(t) ~ s(t) K(t) L(t) by the definition of K(t) and theo- 
rem 7.4. For all x e F, therefore 
and 
s(t) A(t) -F xB(t) '+~ s(t) K(t) L(t) A(t) -]- xB(t) ---- ~(t) ~(t) + x~(t) 
s(t) C(t) q- xD(t) -~ s(t) K(t) L(t) C(t) + xD(t) = ~(t) 6(t) + x~(t). 
This establishes that s(t) ~- ~(t) ---- s(t) K(t) and it is easily seen that state ~(t) L(t) 
of M is t-equivalent o state ~(t) L(t) K(t) = ~(t) of Jl~/'. 
t 
LEMMA 8.2. 2~I iS a t-minimal TVLSM. 
t 
Proof. The t-diagnostic matrix of ]17/is 
= t6(t), 6(t + 1),...1 
= [L(t) C(t), L(t) A(t) C(t 4- 1),...] 
- n(t) K(t) 
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t 
States sl(t ) and s2(t) of 37I are t-equivalent iff 
t t 
s l ( t )  R ( t )  - -  s2(t) l~(t) 
which holds by substitution iff s l ( t )L ( t )K ( t )= s2(t ) L(t)K(t) iff by the previous 
lemma s~(t)L(t)-~ s2(t)L(t) iff by definition of a reduced t-diagnostic matrix 
sl(t ) L(t) ~,(t) = s2(t) L(t) I~(t) iff s,(t) = s~(t) since L(t) is a left inverse of K(t). 
t 
THEOREM 8.3. 2fiI is a t-minimal TVLSM,  equivalent to the TVLSM M, of dimen- 
sionality r(t) at time t where r(t) is the rank of K(t) the t-diagnostic matrix of M.  
t 
Proof. The previous lemma establishes that _~/is t-minimal. From the defini- 
t t 
tion of M we note that M(t  + 1) and 37/(t + 1) are identical TVLSM's.  Thus it 
is clear that 
j> / I .  
t 
Lemma 8.1 yields that M and ~ are t-equivalent. At time t -- 1, by lemma 8.1 
for any x E F 
s ( t  - -  1) A(t -- 1) + xB(t  -- 1) -*= (s(t --  1) A(t -- 1) + xB( t  - -  I) R(t)) I~(t) 
= s( t  - -  1) A(t -- 1) R(t) + xB( t  --  1) R(t) 
= - 1) (t - 1) + x (t - 1) 
and 
t t 
s ( t  - -  l )C( t  --  1) + xD(t --  1) = s(t -- 1 )~( t - -  1) + xlb(t - -  1) 
t 
which demonstrates that M and 37I are (t -- 1)-equivalent under the correspondence 
t 
of (t -- 1)-equivalence of identical state vectors. Since M and 2~r have identical 
characterizing matrices for times prior to time t -- 1 it follows from the above discussion 
that M and 37/are t'-equivalent for all t' >~ 0, hence equivalent. The definition of 
t t 
establishes that ~(t) = r(t). 
Theorem 8.3 is the basic tool used in the construction of a minimal form for a 
TVLSM M. 
9. MINIMAL TVLSM's 
DEFINITION 9. l. A TVLSM M is minimal if it is t-minimal for all t. 
It will be shown in the second part of this paper that no minimal TVLSM is equiv- 
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alent to a TVLSM having lesser dimensionality at any time t. Since the cost of 
constructing a circuit for a given TVLSM is certainly in rough proportion to its 
dimensionality, or the number of delays required to realize it, we shall associate 
minimal TVLSM's  with minimum costs. 
The following lemma establishes an important connection between t-equivalent 
state spaces of minimal machines. 
LEMMA 9.2. Let M and M'  be minimal TVLSM's. I f  Wt C Vt and W'  t C_ V~ are 
t-equivalent state spaces then there exists a linear isomorphism, h : Wt ~ W't . 
Proof. For every state s(t) e Wt,  define h(s(t)) to be the unique state s'(t) e W'~ 
t-equivalent to s(t). Minimality and t-equivalence of Wt and W' t yield that h is one-to- 
one and onto. 
Hence, for states sx(t), s2(t)e Wt there exist respective t-equivalent states s'x(t), 
s~(t) ~ W' t . With the aid of Eq. (2.7) we see that 
(Vc)r (Vx)r+ ~(sl(t) -]- cs2(t), x) == ~'(s~(t) + cs~(t), x) 
thus 
which implies that 
(Vc)r st(t) + cs~(t) ~- s~(t) + cs~(t) 
(Vs 1 (t), s2(t))wt (Vc)F h(sl(t ) -+- cs~(t)) = h(sl(t)) =t= ch(s~(t)) (9.1) 
and h is a linear isomorphism. 
DEFINITION 9.3. TVLSM's M and M'  are said to be isomorphic if there exists an 
isomorphism h : V--+ V' such that 
(Vt)N (VsCt)) v, (Vx)F h(f(s(t), x)) = f'Ch(s(t)), x) 
(Vt)~ (Vs(t))v, (Vx)~g(s(t), x) = g'(h(s(t)), x). 
(9.2) 
(9.3) 
THEOREM 9.4. Equivalent minimal TVLSM's  are isomorphic. 
Proof. If M and M'  are equivalent minimal TVLSM's, then, for each t, V t and 
V~ are t-equivalent state spaces. Lemma 9.2 yields that a linear isomorphism exists 
which maps V t onto V' t . Define h so that h restricted to Vt is this isomorphism (refer 
to the proof of Lemma 9.2). Successors of t-equivalent states are (t + l)-equivalent 
which gives Eq. (9.2), and Eq. (9.3) follows directly from the fact that s(t) and h(s(t)) 
are t-equivalent. 
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Given a TVLSM M we may effectively construct a minimal TVLSM ~r that is 
equivalent to M. If A('), B('), C(') and D(') are the characterizing matrices of M, 
then define 
I~,(t) = L(t) A(t) I~(t + 1) 
)l~(t) B(t) R(t + 1) (9.4) 
(Vt)s l~(t) L(t) C(t) 
[15(t) D(t). 
THEOREM 9.5. For every TVLSM M there exists a TVLSM !~I, which may be 
effectively constructed from M, such that ~I is minimal, equivalent to M and unique up to 
isomorphism. 
Proof. The definition of 57/in terms of its characterizing matrices by (9.4) and 
theorem 8.3 yields that M is t-minimal for all t ~ 0, hence minimal, equivalent to M 
and effectively constructable from M. Theorem 9.4 guarantees that the minimal form 
of M is unique up to isomorphism. 
Example. Let the TVLSM M be given by the following characterizing matrices 
over the field of integers modulo 3. 
A(0)= 0 0 B(0)=[0  1 0l 
2 
C(0) = D(0) = [1] 
t =-- 1 (rood2) 
A(t) = :' B(t) ---- [1 2 0] 
0 
C(t) = D(t) = [0] 
t=~O(mod2), t>  l 
A(t) = 1 B(t) = [2 2 l] 
1 
D(t) ---- [1] 
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M has transient 1 and period 2. The minimal form of M, ]1~, will now be found. 
t=0 
(0 0 0) (1 0 1) (2 0 2)] 
E o= (01  0) (1 11)  (2 1 2) 
(0 2 0) (1 2 1) (2 2 2)J 
K(0)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 .  
1 2 0 2 0  
From K(0) we see that r(0) = I so we may choose 
K(0) = and L(0) = [0 0 1] 
t --= 1 (rood 2)  
E, = {(o o o)} 
Hence M is t-reduced for these values of t and 
K(t) = L(t) =: I a 3 x 3 identity matrix. 
t~O (rood2),  t > l 
E,={(000) ,  (122) ,  (211)}  [ OOOl 
K(t) = 0 202  
0 102  
which has rank 2 (r(t) = 2), thus let 
K ( t )= and L( t )= 0 0 1 " 
The characterizing matrices of 37I may now be computed. 
t=0 
.~(0) == L(0) A(0) K(1) = [0 0 1] 0 
2 
= [2 20]  
1~1(0) = B(0) K(1) = B(0)  = [0 1 01 
!1 [i ~ o 
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C(o) = L(O) C(O) = [0 
1~(0) = D(O) = [1] 
o 1] = [1] 
t ~- 1 (rood 2) 
[i ~ !]Ii ~ !][i i] [i i] A( t )  = 1 2 = 0 0 
l~(t)=[1 2 0] =[0  1] 
~(t) ~- C(t) = [i ] 
D(t) -~ D(t) = [0] 
t =~ 0 (rood2), t > 1 
l ll [i !][i~ /~(t)=[00 0 1 1 =[01 2 1 0 1 
I3(t) : B(t) = [2 2 I] 
l 
~(t) = DCt) = [1]. 
10. MINIMAL TVLSM's  AND MATRIX-EQuIVALENCE 
THEOREM 10.1. I f  M and M'  are equivalent minimal TVLSM's, then M and M'  
are matrix-equivalent. 
Proof. Since M and M' are minimal and equivalent, by lemma 9.2 for each time t 
there exists a linear isomorphism apping Vt onto V',. For each t, therefore, this 
mapping may be represented asa nonsingular matrix P(t), such that for every state 
s(t) E V t there exists one and only one equivalent state s(t)P(t) = s'(t) e V',. 
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Claim. For all t 
a. A ' ( t )  = P-a(t) A(t) P(t + 1) 
b. B'(t) : :  B(t) P(t + 1) 
c. C'(t) = P- l(t)  C(t) 
d. D'(t) = D(t). 
a. and b. 
Since the successors of t-equivalent states are (t + 1)-equivalent 
Ott)u (Vs(t))v, (Vx)r (s(t) A(t) + xB(t)) P(t + 1) : s'(t) A'(t) + xB'(t) 
: s(t) P(t) A'(t) + xB'(t) 
which implies that 
A(t) P(t + 1) -- P(t)  A'(t)  
or  
A'(t) =: P-~(t) A(t) P(t + 1) 
c. and d. 
and B'(t) = B(t) P(t + 1). 
(Vt)~ (Vs(t))v, (Vx)r s(t) C(t) + xD(t) = s'(t) C'(t) + xD'(t) 
= s(t) P(t) C'(t) + xD'(t) 
which yields 
C'(t)  = P-l(t) C(t) and D'(t) = D(t). 
This completes the proof of theorem 10.1. 
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